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Notice

While reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the
information in this document is complete and accurate at the time of
printing, Avaya assumes no liability for any errors. Avaya reserves the
right to make changes and corrections to the information in this
document without the obligation to notify any person or organization of
such changes.

Documentation disclaimer

“Documentation” means information published by Avaya in varying
mediums which may include product information, operating instructions
and performance specifications that Avaya generally makes available
to users of its products. Documentation does not include marketing
materials. Avaya shall not be responsible for any modifications,
additions, or deletions to the original published version of
documentation unless such modifications, additions, or deletions were
performed by Avaya. End User agrees to indemnify and hold harmless
Avaya, Avaya's agents, servants and employees against all claims,
lawsuits, demands and judgments arising out of, or in connection with,
subsequent modifications, additions or deletions to this documentation,
to the extent made by End User.

Link disclaimer

Avaya is not responsible for the contents or reliability of any linked
websites referenced within this site or documentation provided by
Avaya. Avaya is not responsible for the accuracy of any information,
statement or content provided on these sites and does not necessarily
endorse the products, services, or information described or offered
within them. Avaya does not guarantee that these links will work all the
time and has no control over the availability of the linked pages.

Warranty

Avaya provides a limited warranty on its hardware and Software
(“Product(s)”). Refer to your sales agreement to establish the terms of
the limited warranty. In addition, Avaya’s standard warranty language,
as well as information regarding support for this Product while under
warranty is available to Avaya customers and other parties through the
Avaya Support website: http://support.avaya.com. Please note that if
you acquired the Product(s) from an authorized Avaya reseller outside
of the United States and Canada, the warranty is provided to you by
said Avaya reseller and not by Avaya. “Software” means computer
programs in object code, provided by Avaya or an Avaya Channel
Partner, whether as stand-alone products or pre-installed on hardware
products, and any upgrades, updates, bug fixes, or modified versions.

Licenses

THE SOFTWARE LICENSE TERMS AVAILABLE ON THE AVAYA
WEBSITE, HTTP://SUPPORT.AVAYA.COM/LICENSEINFO ARE
APPLICABLE TO ANYONE WHO DOWNLOADS, USES AND/OR
INSTALLS AVAYA SOFTWARE, PURCHASED FROM AVAYA INC.,
ANY AVAYA AFFILIATE, OR AN AUTHORIZED AVAYA RESELLER
(AS APPLICABLE) UNDER A COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT WITH
AVAYA OR AN AUTHORIZED AVAYA RESELLER. UNLESS
OTHERWISE AGREED TO BY AVAYA IN WRITING, AVAYA DOES
NOT EXTEND THIS LICENSE IF THE SOFTWARE WAS OBTAINED
FROM ANYONE OTHER THAN AVAYA, AN AVAYA AFFILIATE OR AN
AVAYA AUTHORIZED RESELLER; AVAYA RESERVES THE RIGHT
TO TAKE LEGAL ACTION AGAINST YOU AND ANYONE ELSE
USING OR SELLING THE SOFTWARE WITHOUT A LICENSE. BY
INSTALLING, DOWNLOADING OR USING THE SOFTWARE, OR
AUTHORIZING OTHERS TO DO SO, YOU, ON BEHALF OF
YOURSELF AND THE ENTITY FOR WHOM YOU ARE INSTALLING,
DOWNLOADING OR USING THE SOFTWARE (HEREINAFTER
REFERRED TO INTERCHANGEABLY AS “YOU” AND “END USER”),
AGREE TO THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND CREATE A
BINDING CONTRACT BETWEEN YOU AND AVAYA INC. OR THE
APPLICABLE AVAYA AFFILIATE (“AVAYA”).

Avaya grants you a license within the scope of the license types
described below, with the exception of Heritage Nortel Software, for
which the scope of the license is detailed below. Where the order
documentation does not expressly identify a license type, the
applicable license will be a Designated System License. The applicable
number of licenses and units of capacity for which the license is granted
will be one (1), unless a different number of licenses or units of capacity
is specified in the documentation or other materials available to you.
“Designated Processor” means a single stand-alone computing device.
“Server” means a Designated Processor that hosts a software
application to be accessed by multiple users.

Licence types

Designated System(s) License (DS). End User may install and use
each copy of the Software only on a number of Designated Processors
up to the number indicated in the order. Avaya may require the
Designated Processor(s) to be identified in the order by type, serial
number, feature key, location or other specific designation, or to be
provided by End User to Avaya through electronic means established
by Avaya specifically for this purpose.

Heritage Nortel Software

“Heritage Nortel Software” means the software that was acquired by
Avaya as part of its purchase of the Nortel Enterprise Solutions
Business in December 2009. The Heritage Nortel Software currently
available for license from Avaya is the software contained within the list
of Heritage Nortel Products located at http://support.avaya.com/
LicenseInfo under the link “Heritage Nortel Products”. For Heritage
Nortel Software, Avaya grants Customer a license to use Heritage
Nortel Software provided hereunder solely to the extent of the
authorized activation or authorized usage level, solely for the purpose
specified in the Documentation, and solely as embedded in, for
execution on, or (in the event the applicable Documentation permits
installation on non-Avaya equipment) for communication with Avaya
equipment. Charges for Heritage Nortel Software may be based on
extent of activation or use authorized as specified in an order or invoice.

Copyright

Except where expressly stated otherwise, no use should be made of
materials on this site, the Documentation, Software, or hardware
provided by Avaya. All content on this site, the documentation and the
Product provided by Avaya including the selection, arrangement and
design of the content is owned either by Avaya or its licensors and is
protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws including the
sui generis rights relating to the protection of databases. You may not
modify, copy, reproduce, republish, upload, post, transmit or distribute
in any way any content, in whole or in part, including any code and
software unless expressly authorized by Avaya. Unauthorized
reproduction, transmission, dissemination, storage, and or use without
the express written consent of Avaya can be a criminal, as well as a
civil offense under the applicable law.

Third Party Components

“Third Party Components” mean certain software programs or portions
thereof included in the Software that may contain software (including
open source software) distributed under third party agreements (“Third
Party Components”), which contain terms regarding the rights to use
certain portions of the Software (“Third Party Terms”). Information
regarding distributed Linux OS source code (for those Products that
have distributed Linux OS source code) and identifying the copyright
holders of the Third Party Components and the Third Party Terms that
apply is available in the Documentation or on Avaya’s website at: http://
support.avaya.com/Copyright. You agree to the Third Party Terms for
any such Third Party Components.

Preventing Toll Fraud

“Toll Fraud” is the unauthorized use of your telecommunications system
by an unauthorized party (for example, a person who is not a corporate
employee, agent, subcontractor, or is not working on your company's
behalf). Be aware that there can be a risk of Toll Fraud associated with
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your system and that, if Toll Fraud occurs, it can result in substantial
additional charges for your telecommunications services.

Avaya Toll Fraud intervention

If you suspect that you are being victimized by Toll Fraud and you need
technical assistance or support, call Technical Service Center Toll
Fraud Intervention Hotline at +1-800-643-2353 for the United States
and Canada. For additional support telephone numbers, see the Avaya
Support website: http://support.avaya.com. Suspected security
vulnerabilities with Avaya products should be reported to Avaya by
sending mail to: securityalerts@avaya.com.

Trademarks

The trademarks, logos and service marks (“Marks”) displayed in this
site, the Documentation and Product(s) provided by Avaya are the
registered or unregistered Marks of Avaya, its affiliates, or other third
parties. Users are not permitted to use such Marks without prior written
consent from Avaya or such third party which may own the Mark.
Nothing contained in this site, the Documentation and Product(s)
should be construed as granting, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise,
any license or right in and to the Marks without the express written
permission of Avaya or the applicable third party.

Avaya is a registered trademark of Avaya Inc.

All non-Avaya trademarks are the property of their respective owners,
and “Linux” is a registered trademark of Linus Torvalds.

Downloading Documentation

For the most current versions of Documentation, see the Avaya
Support website: http://support.avaya.com.

Contact Avaya Support

See the Avaya Support website: http://support.avaya.com for product
notices and articles, or to report a problem with your Avaya product.
For a list of support telephone numbers and contact addresses, go to
the Avaya Support website: http://support.avaya.com, scroll to the
bottom of the page, and select Contact Avaya Support.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

Purpose
The Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series Troubleshooting guide describes the
diagnostic tools and utilities available with the Avaya Virtual Services Platform (VSP) 7000
Series to help you troubleshoot operational and configuration issues. This document guides
you through some common problems, to achieve a first tier solution to these situations, and
advises you what information to compile prior to troubleshooting or calling Avaya for help.

You can configure and display files, view and monitor port statistics, trace a route, run loopback
and ping tests, test the switch fabric, and view the address resolution table.

Although the diagnostic tools and utilities described are available with both the Avaya
Command Line Interface (ACLI) and Enterprise Device Manager (EDM), this document
focuses on using ACLI to demonstrate most of the troubleshooting tasks. You can access ACLI
through either a direct console connection to the switch or by using the Telnet or SSH protocols
to connect to the switch remotely.

The troubleshooting topics discussed in this document are provided with the following
assumptions:

• You have a basic knowledge of networks, Ethernet bridging, and IP routing.

• You are familiar with networking concepts and terminology.

• You have basic knowledge of network topologies.

• You have experience with Graphical User Interface (GUI).

• You have experience with the following ACLI command modes:

- User Executive

- Privileged EXEC

- Global configuration

- Interface configuration

For detailed information about the ACLI command modes, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform
7000 Series Fundamentals (NN47202-101).
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Related resources

Documentation
For a list of the documentation for this product, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000
Documentation Roadmap (NN47202–103).

Training
Ongoing product training is available. For more information or to register, see http://avaya-
learning.com/.

Enter the course code in the Search field and click Go to search for the course.

Course code Course title
7D00080W Avaya Stackable ERS and VSP Product Overview

7D00085V Stackable ERS & VSP Installation, Configuration and
Maintenance

7D00085I Stackable ERS & VSP Installation, Configuration and
Maintenance

Avaya Mentor videos
Avaya Mentor is an Avaya-run channel on YouTube that includes technical content on how to
install, configure, and troubleshoot Avaya products.

Visit http://www.youtube.com/AvayaMentor and do one of the following:

• Enter a key word or key words in the Search channel to search for a specific product
or topic.

• Click the name of a playlist to scroll through the posted videos.

Support
Visit the Avaya Support website at http://support.avaya.com for the most up-to-date
documentation, product notices, and knowledge articles. You can also search for notices,
release notes, downloads, user guides, and resolutions to issues. Use the Web service request

Introduction
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system to create a service request. Chat with live agents to get answers to questions. If an
issue requires additional expertise, agents can quickly connect you to a support team.

Related resources
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Chapter 2: New in this release

The following sections detail what is new in Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series Troubleshooting
(NN47202-700), for Release 10.2.

TDR
You can use the Time Domain Reflectometer (TDR) to test copper Ethernet ports for physical
defects. For more information, see Checking copper Ethernet cable connections on
page 40.

Troubleshooting Layer 2
Processes are provided for troubleshooting common Split Multi-Link Trunking (SMLT)
problems. For more information, see Troubleshooting Layer 2 on page 67.

For detailed information about configuring SMLT, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000
Series Configuration Layer 2 (NN47202-502).

Troubleshooting Layer 3
Processes are provided for troubleshooting common Address Resolution Protocol (ARP),
Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), Routing Information Protocol (RIP), and Virtual Router
Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) problems. For more information, see Troubleshooting Layer
3 on page 75.

For detailed information about configuring ARP, OSPF, RIP, and VRRP, see Avaya Virtual
Services Platform 7000 Series Configuration IP Routing (NN47202-511).
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Chapter 3: Preparing a troubleshooting
plan

You can help make the troubleshooting process for a switch or network problem as efficient and effective
as possible by preparing a troubleshooting plan for these events in advance.

Use the following steps to help you minimize the occurrence of circumstances that require troubleshooting
and to develop a troubleshooting plan:

1. Know where to get information as you need it by reviewing the Avaya Virtual Services Platform
7000 Series Documentation Roadmap (NN47202-103) to become familiar with the
documentation set.

2. Ensure your system is properly installed and routinely maintained.

3. Assemble and keep up to date the site map, logical connections, device configuration
information, and other data that you can require for troubleshooting.

• A site network map identifies where each device is physically located at your site, which
helps locate the users and applications that are affected by a problem. You can use the
site network map to systematically search each part of your network for problems.

• Know how your devices are connected logically and physically with virtual local area
networks (VLAN).

• Maintain online and paper copies of your device configuration information. Ensure that all
online data is stored with the regular data backup for your site. If your site has no backup
system, copy the information to a backup medium, and store the backup off site.

• Store passwords in a safe place. A good practice is to keep records of your previous
passwords in case you must restore a device to a previous software version. If you restore
a device to a previous software version, you need to use the password that was valid for
that version.

• A good practice is to maintain a device inventory, which lists all devices and relevant
information for your network. Use this inventory to easily see the device types, IP
addresses, ports, MAC addresses, and attached devices.

• If your hubs or switches are not managed, keep a list of the MAC addresses that correlate
to the ports on your hubs and switches.

• Maintain a change-control system for all critical systems and permanently store change-
control records.
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• A good practice is to store and have readily available, the details of all critical contact
information, including support contacts, support numbers, engineer details, and telephone
and fax numbers, to save valuable time when troubleshooting a problem.

4. Develop an understanding for normal network behavior to be effective at troubleshooting
problems.

• Monitor your network over a period of time to obtain sufficient statistics and data to see
patterns in the traffic flow, for example, which devices are typically accessed or when peak
usage times occur.

• You can speed up the process of isolating network problems by using a baseline analysis
as an indicator of overall network health. A baseline view of network traffic behavior during
normal operation is an important reference that you can compare to network traffic data
captured while troubleshooting.

Preparing a troubleshooting plan
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Chapter 4: Troubleshooting tools

This chapter describes protocols, utilities, and diagnostic tools that you can use with Avaya Virtual
Services Platform 7000 Series products to help you troubleshoot operational and configuration issues.
You can configure and display files, monitor and analyze traffic, capture and analyze data packets, trace
data flows, view and monitor statistics, and manage event messages.

Certain protocols and tools are tailored for troubleshooting specific Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000
Series network topologies. Other tools are more general in their application and can be used to diagnose
and monitor ingress and egress traffic.

Port mirroring
With port mirroring, you can monitor and analyze ingress (incoming) and egress (outgoing)
network traffic. When you enable port mirroring, the ingress or egress packets of the mirrored
(source) port are forwarded normally and a copy of the packets is sent from the mirrored port
to the mirroring (destination) port.

You can designate a switch port to monitor traffic on any other specified switch ports (port
based) or to monitor traffic to or from any two specified addresses that the switch learned
(address-based).

Although you can configure the switch to monitor both ingress and egress traffic, the following
restrictions apply for port-based and address-based port mirroring:

• For Xtx mode, you can only configure one port as the monitor port and one port as the
mirrored port (monitoring traffic transmitted by port X).

• For Xrx mode, you can only configure one port as the monitor port and one port as the
mirrored port (monitoring traffic received by port X).

• For XrxOrXtx mode, you can only configure one port as the monitor port and one port as
the mirrored port (monitoring traffic received by port X OR transmitted by port X).

• For XrxYtx mode, you can only configure one port as the monitor port, one port for
mirroring traffic received by port X and one port for mirroring traffic transmitted by port Y
(monitoring traffic received by port X AND transmitted by port Y).

• For XrxOrYtx mode, you can only configure one port as the monitor port, one port for
mirroring traffic received by port X and one port for mirroring traffic sent by port Y
(monitoring traffic received by port X OR transmitted by port Y).

• For XrxYtxOrYrxXtx mode, you can only configure one port as the monitor port, one port
for mirroring traffic received or sent by port X and one port for mirroring traffic sent or
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received by port Y {(traffic received by port X AND transmitted by port Y) OR (monitoring
traffic received by port Y AND transmitted by port X)}.

• For Adst mode, you can only configure one port as the monitor port and destination MAC
address A. (monitoring traffic with destination MAC address A).

• For Asrc mode, you can only configure one port as the monitor port and source MAC
address A. (monitoring traffic with source MAC address A).

• For AsrcBdst mode, you can only configure one port as the monitor port, source MAC
address A and destination MAC address B. (monitoring traffic with source MAC address
A and destination MAC address B).

• For AsrcBdstOrBsrcAdst mode, you can only configure one port as the monitor port,
source MAC address A and destination MAC address B. {(monitoring traffic with source
MAC address A and destination MAC address B) OR (source MAC address B and
destination MAC address A)}.

• For AsrcOrAdst mode, you can only configure one port as the monitor port, source or
destination MAC address A. (monitoring traffic with source OR destination MAC address
A).

You can observe and analyze packet traffic at the mirroring port using the Avaya StackProbe
or equivalent. Unlike other methods that are used to analyze packet traffic, with port mirroring
a copy of the packet can be captured and analyzed, so the packet traffic is uninterrupted, and
packets flow normally through the mirrored port.

For information about configuring port mirroring using ACLI or EDM, see Virtual Services
Platform 7000 Series Configuration — System Monitoring (NN47202-505).

Port statistics
Display port statistics to view information about packets received and transmitted at switch
ports. The ingress and egress count updates occur once every second at the MAC layer.

Route tracing
Route tracing can display the route taken by IP packets to a specified host. For a stack
configuration, you can preform this procedure only on the base unit.

You can use the traceroute command to send a sequence of User Datagram Protocol (UDP)
probe packets to a specified host. You can adjust the time-to-live (TTL) IP parameter to
determine the intermediate routers traversed. Traceroute displays a list of routers and the
packet latency values during the route.

Troubleshooting tools
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For more information about route tracing, see Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series
Configuration — System Monitoring (NN47202-505).

Stack loopback testing
Stack loopback tests can help you determine whether the source of a stack problem is a
defective Fabric Interconnect (FI) cable or a damaged FI port.

There are two types of stack loopback tests. The internal loopback test verifies that the FI ports
are functional. The external loopback test checks if the FI cables are functional.

To run the test, first use the stack loopback—test internal command. To perform the
external loopback test, connect the stack uplink port with the stack downlink port. Use the
stack loopback—test external command.

 Note:
Always perform the internal loopback test first, because the FI cable tests are not conclusive
until you ensure that the FI ports function correctly.

 Important:
Always perform an external loopback test using only the top FI-ports. Using the bottom FI-
ports can result in a false pass.

For more information about stack loopback testing, see Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series
Configuration — System Monitoring (NN47202-505).

Stack health check
You can use the stack health check feature to run a high-level test to confirm stack operation
and stack continuity. Stack health check results provide you with information about the Fabric
Interconnect port status for each stack switch unit, the total number of switching units in the
stack, the number of stacking cables used, if a stack runs with a temporary base unit, and
indicates which stack switch unit is configured as base.

Use ACLI and EDM to display the stack health status.

 Note:
Stack health check feature is not available for standalone switches.

For detailed information about stack health check, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000
Series Configuration — System Monitoring (NN47202-505).

Stack loopback testing
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System logs
The VSP 7000 Series supports system logging (syslog), a software tool to log system events
for debugging and analysis.

The syslog tool can log application events and store those events in volatile RAM, nonvolatile
RAM, or on a remote host.

For information about configuring the system logging, see Virtual Services Platform 7000
Series Configuration — System Monitoring (NN47202-505).

Configuration file backup 
The configuration file backup is an automatic, transparent process. After writing the
configuration file to FLASH, the switch writes to the primary configuration block, updates the
CRC16 checksum to the Multi Configuration area, and then saves the same information to the
auxiliary configuration block.

After the switch boots, if it detects that the primary configuration file is corrupted (checksum
mismatch), it logs a message to the system log. The switch then attempts to load the secondary
configuration file, if the checksum is correct on the auxiliary configuration block, and logs a
message to the system log.

If both primary and auxiliary configurations blocks are corrupted, the settings are restored to
default and a message is created in the system log.

You can check the system log for messages indicating that a configuration block is corrupted.
The following are examples of messages the switch can forward to the system log for a corrupt
configuration file:

• Error loading primary configuration block <block number>
• Error loading backup configuration block <block number>
• Backup configuration block <block number> is in use
• Configuration files are corrupted. Restored to default

The following messages are loaded to the engineering log menu:

• Backup configuration restored from primary configuration block
• Backup configuration updated for next active configuration block

Troubleshooting tools
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ASCII download log
The ASCII download log displays informational customer messages, describing the result of
the ASCII configuration file download, especially the failed commands. You can log four
hundred customer messages in dynamic random-access memory (DRAM).

The informational messages logged for describing the result of the ASCII configuration file
download are:

• Connection error (ACG_DOWNLOAD_ERROR): Indicates that the connection failed
and the ASCII configuration file cannot be accessed or used. The ACLI logged message
contains the cause of the error. The interface you use to start the ASCII file download
does not matter. The system logs an ACG_DOWNLOAD_ERROR message for the
following situations:

- Transfer Timed Out
- Invalid TFTP Server address
- Configuration failed
- Switch IP not set
- Stack IP not set
- TFTP Server address not set
- Mask not set
- File too large
- Invalid Configuration File
- Invalid Configuration File or File not found
- Error accessing ASCII file, file missing or can’t access USB
device

• Connection error on load on boot (ACG_DOWNLOAD_ERROR_ ON_BOOT):
Indicates that the connection failed at load on boot and the ASCII Configuration File
cannot be accessed. The IP address and the filename are in the message when you use
the TFTP server , or just the filename is in the message if you use a USB device. The
message contains the cause of the error. If the IP address is unknown, the system uses
the question mark character (?).

• Success (ACG_DOWNLOAD_OK): Indicates that the connection was successful. The
ASCII configuration file can be accessed and it can be used. The IP address and the
filename are in the message when you use the TFTP server , or just the filename is in the
message if you use a USB device.

• Success on load on boot (ACG_DOWNLOAD_OK_ON_BOOT): Indicates that the
connection was successful at load on boot. The ASCII configuration file can be accessed

ASCII download log
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and it can be used. The IP address and the filename are in the message when you use
the TFTP server , or just the filename is in the message if you use a USB device.

• Failed command (ACG_CMD_ERR): Indicates that a command from the ASCII
configuration file failed. The text line number of the failed command is in the message.
The cause of the command failure is in the message, with the following errors:

- Invalid input detected
- Ambiguous command
- Incomplete command
- Permission denied
- Not allowed on slave

CPU and memory utilization
The CPU utilization feature provides data for CPU and memory utilization. You can view CPU
utilization information for the past 10 seconds (s), 1 minute (min), 10 min, 1 hour (hr), 24 hr, or
since system startup. The switch displays CPU utilization as a percentage. With CPU utilization
information you can see how the CPU was used during a specific time interval.

The memory utilization feature provides information about the percentage of the dynamic
memory currently used by the system. The switch displays memory utilization in terms of the
lowest percentage of dynamic memory available since system startup.

For more information about CPU and memory utilization, see Virtual Services Platform 7000
Series Configuration — System Monitoring (NN47202-505).

Show commands
You can use ACLI show commands to display valuable feature configuration information. The
show tech command displays detailed information incorporated from several individual show
commands, including but not limited to the following:

• show mac-address-table
• show lacp aggr
• show lacp port
• show ipv address
• show ipv interface
• show system verbose

Troubleshooting tools
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• show ipv6
• show mlt
• show vlan
• show spanning-tree
• show interface
• show log

MLT or DMLT
Enable a MultiLink Trunk (MLT) or a Distributed MultiLink Trunking (DMLT) to help you detect
connectivity issues. You can use the following ACLI commands to manage an MLT or DMLT:

• Use the show mlt command to verify the status of an MLT or DMLT.

• Use the mlt shutdown-ports-on-disable enable command to enable the trunk
loop prevention feature. When you perform MLT or DMLT maintenance with loop
prevention enabled, all member links disable except the Destination Lookup Failure (DLF)
to prevent loops.

• Avaya recommends that you use the mlt enable {1–32} command to ensure that
MLT is fully functional and that all links are enabled.

SNMP traps
Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) traps can be useful troubleshooting tools. With
the VSP 7000 series switches You can enable or disable SNMP traps for the following features:

• Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP)

• Dynamic Host Control Protocol (DHCP) Snooping

• Dynamic ARP Inspection (DAI)

• IP Source Guard (IPSG)

• Unicast Storm Control

• Split Multi-Link Trunk (SMLT)

• Open Shortest Path First (OSPF)

• MAC Security

• Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP)

MLT or DMLT
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For detailed information about configuring SNMP traps, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform
7000 Series Configuration Security (NN47202-501).

Auto Unit Replacement
With Auto Unit Replacement (AUR), you can replace a failed switch in a stack with a new unit,
while retaining the configuration of the failed switch.

AUR retains the configuration (CFG) image of a unit in a stack during unit replacement. The
retained CFG image from the replaced unit is restored on the new unit.

 Important:
AUR requires the stack power to be on during the unit replacement because CFG mirror
images are retained in the DRAM of the stack.

 Important:
For AUR to function properly, the new unit and the existing units in the stack must all run at
least Release 10.1 agent and diagnostic software versions.

The VSP 7000 Series also supports Agent Auto Unit Replacement (AAUR) and Diagnostic
Auto Unit Replacement (DAUR) enhancements to AUR.

AAUR
AAUR ensures that all switch units in a stack have the same software image by inspecting
units that join a stack and downloading the agent software image to any unit that has a
dissimilar image. AAUR is enabled by default.

DAUR
With DAUR, the switch can update the diagnostic image of the non-base unit with the
diagnostic image saved in the base unit of a stack.

 Important:
You must enable AAUR before you can enable DAUR.

DAUR is not configured separately from AAUR.

For more information about AUR, AAUR, and DAUR, see Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series
Getting Started (NN47202-303).
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Multicast behavior
You can use Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) snooping to selectively forward
multicast traffic only to ports where particular IP multicast streams are expected. The switch
can identify those ports by snooping for IGMP communication between routers and hosts.

After the switch learns that a client wants a particular stream, it stops flooding the stream to
all ports, and sends only to the client that requested it.

If no clients request the stream, and the switch has not learned the multicast address for the
stream (unknown multicast address), the normal behavior is for the switch to broadcast the
traffic to all ports (multicast flooding).

You can disable multicast flooding with the unknown-mcast-no-flood enable
command.

IPv6
With IPv6, the switch can function as a dual stack network node and both IPv4, and IPv6
protocol stacks can run simultaneously. To run IPv6, you must enable the IPv6 interface on the
management VLAN, and enable IPv6 globally on the IPv6 stack.

Because the current release does not support IPv6 routing, only one IPv6 interface is
associated to the management VLAN. You can only perform IPv6 interface configuration
(enabling, assigning IPv6 address and prefix, changing other parameters, querying interface
statistics) with ACLI or EDM.

The IPv6 protocol runs on the base unit in a stack and you must issue ACLI commands for
IPv6 from the base unit console.

For detailed information about IPv6, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series
Configuration Layer 2 (NN47202-502).

LED display
The Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series switches display diagnostic and operation
information using light emitting diodes (LEDs). To become familiar with the interpretation of the
LEDs on the VSP 7000, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series Installation
(NN47202-300).

Multicast behavior
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Avaya Knowledge and Solution Engine
The Knowledge and Solution Engine is a database of Avaya technical documents,
troubleshooting solutions, software patches and releases, service cases, and technical
bulletins. The engine is searchable by natural-language query.

Troubleshooting tools
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Chapter 5: Initial troubleshooting

The problems that typically occur with networks involve connectivity and performance. A good practice is
to follow the OSI network architecture layers. Confirm that the physical environment, such as the cables
and module connections, is operating failure free before moving up to the network and application
layers.

As part of your initial troubleshooting, Avaya recommends that you check the Knowledge and Solution
Engine on the Avaya web site for known issues and solutions related to the problem you are
experiencing.

Information for technical support
Before you contact Avaya technical support personnel, it is important that you perform the following tasks:

• Use the show running-config command to obtain the default and current switch configuration.

• Use the show tech command to obtain technical information about system status, hardware,
software, and switch operation.

• Review log files for information about past events.
• Use the show sys-info or show system verbose commands to obtain the software version

that is running on all cards.
• Obtain an accurate and detailed topology diagram of your network that shows the nodes and

connections.
• Obtain information about recent changes or upgrades to your system, network, or custom

applications (for example, if configuration or code was changed), including the date and time of the
changes, and the names of the individuals who made them. Get a list of events that occurred prior
to the trouble, such as an upgrade, a LAN change, increased traffic, or installation of new
hardware.

• After connectivity problems occur, obtain information about at least five working source and
destination IP address pairs, and five IP address pairs with connectivity issues, using the following
commands:

- show tech
- show running-config
- show port-statistics <port>

• Use the EDM MIB web page functions. For more information, see Virtual Services Platform 7000
Series Configuration — System Monitoring (NN47202-505).
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Chapter 6: Emergency recovery trees

An emergency recovery tree (ERT) is designed to quickly guide you through some common failures and
solutions, by providing a quick reference for troubleshooting without procedural detail.

This chapter provides emergency recovery trees (ERTs) following VSP 7000 failure symptoms:

• Corruption of Flash

• Incorrect PVID

• VLAN not tagged to uplink ports

• Stack Failure

Corruption of Flash
Power outages or environmental conditions can corrupt the switch configuration file stored in
flash memory, which causes a failure in switch operation. Initializing the flash is one way to
clear a corrupted configuration file and is required before an RMA.
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Corruption of flash recovery tree

Incorrect PVID
A loss of communication between a client and a critical server can occur when client ports are
assigned to the wrong VLAN. For example, if the server VLAN is configured as a port-based
VLAN, with a VLAN ID of 3, and the client port VLAN identifier (PVID) is 2, communication

Emergency recovery trees
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between the client and the server fails. You can prevent this communication failure by setting
VLAN configuration control for the switch to autoPVID.

The PVID associates a switch port with a specific VLAN. For example, a switch port with a
PVID of 3 assigns all untagged data frames received on that port to VLAN 3.

Incorrect PVID recovery tree

VLAN not tagged to uplink ports
When a VSP 7000 series switch is connected to an ERS 8600 series switch that is a member
of a VLAN and devices on that VLAN cannot communicate with the VSP 7000 series switch,
it is possible that the uplink ports on the VSP 7000 series switch are not tagged to the
VLAN.

VLAN not tagged to uplink ports
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VLAN not tagged to uplink ports recovery tree

Stack failure
Common causes of stack failures are cabling problems between individual stack switch units,
which result in communication errors between the units, or stack configuration errors.

Configuration errors that can cause a stack failure include the following:

Emergency recovery trees
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• No stack switches have the base unit switch set to the On position.

• Multiple stack switches have the base unit switch set to the On position.

• The wrong stack switch has the base unit switch set to the On position.

Stack recovery tree 1

Stack failure
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Stack recovery tree 1 LED legend:

• If either the UP or DOWN status LED on a stack switch unit is solid emerald, either the
respective FI–up port or FI-down port on that unit is physically connected to another stack
switch.

• If the Base LED condition on one or more stack switches is blinking emerald, either
multiple stack switches are set as the base unit, or no stack switches are set as the base
unit.

• If the Base LED condition on an individual stack switch is solid amber, that switch is set
as the temporary base unit.

• If the Base LED condition on an individual stack switch is solid emerald, that switch is set
as the stack base unit.

For information about the location of the UP , DOWN, and Base LEDs on a switch , see Avaya
Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series Installation (NN47202-300).

Emergency recovery trees
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Stack recovery tree 2

Stack failure
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Stack recovery tree 3

Emergency recovery trees
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Chapter 7: Troubleshooting hardware

This chapter provides information to help you troubleshoot VSP 7000 switch and stack hardware
issues.

Troubleshooting a power–up failure
If a switch fails to power up, use the information in this section to determine and rectify the
cause of the failure.

Checking power cord installation
Verify that the power cords and power supplies for the switch are properly installed. Ensure
that the power cords are firmly seated for all power supplies.

For detailed power cord and power supply information, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform
7000 Series Installation (NN47202-300).

Viewing LED status and console error report
You can view the LED status and the console for a failure message to determine the power-
up or boot failure.

Procedure

1. View the LED status for information:

• View the Status LED. Solid amber indicates a diagnostic Power On Self Test
(POST) failure or boot error.

• View the PS1 and PS2 LEDs. Blinking or alternating colors indicate a power
supply error.

• View the FA1 and FA2 LEDs. Blinking or alternating colors indicate a fan
error.

For detailed LED status information, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000
Series Installation (NN47202–300)
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2. Connect to the local console port and view any error messages or information to
determine the power-up failure.
In a partial boot situation, a boot-loader menu is displayed on the local console. You
can select an option, or in 60 seconds the switch continues booting to
diagnostics.
F - Copy Backup Boot-Loader code to Primary Flash
0 - Launch Diagnostic
1 - Launch Primary   Agent-1   Vers: 10.1.0.1
2 - Launch Secondary Agent-2   Vers: (unknown)
3 - Toggle Primary   Agent Selection
4 - Download         Agent/ Diag
5 - Reinitialize     Agent Configuration Files
6 - Display  Error   Log
7 - Display  System  Information
8 - Continue Boot    Sequence
9 - Reset

Select:
Booting Diagnostic in 60 seconds..

Returning the unit for repair
If troubleshooting determines a failure that cannot be resolved on-site, you can return the unit
to Avaya for repair.

Contact Avaya for return instructions and RMA information.

Checking Fabric Interconnect cable connections
Check and verify the Fabric Interconnect (FI) cable connections in a VSP 7000 Series stack.

About this task
Consider each pair of FI ports on a unit as a single connection. Each pair of FI ports requires
two FI cables. Avaya recommends you to use two matched FI cables for each unit. For
redundant virtual fabrics, you require one matched pair of longer FI cables to complete the
loop from the bottom unit to the top unit.

Procedure

1. View the Up and Down LED status to determine the state of the FI connections.

2. Ensure that the FI cable connectors are correctly and securely inserted into the
correct FI-up or FI-down ports on the rear of each unit in the stack.

Troubleshooting hardware
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 Caution:
FI connectors can reach temperatures exceeding 65C. Use caution around all
metal surfaces.

 Important:
You must orient each FI cable connector so that the alignment slot on the FI cable
aligns with the alignment tab on the FI port. Verify that the cable is inserted
properly and that the cable connector pull tab is facing up.

 Caution:
Risk of equipment damage

Incorrect FI cable insertion can cause physical damage to the VSP 7000 Series
switch. You must carefully align, insert, and verify each FI cable connection.

3. Verify that the FI cables are installed and routed correctly for your stack
configuration (FI down or FI up configuration).
For detailed information about FI cable installations and FI configurations, see
Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series Installation (NN47202-300).

 Note:
You must always connect an FI-up port to an FI-down port, or an FI-down port to
an FI-up port between adjacent units. Each FI-down to FI-up connection requires
a pair of FI-cables. Do not cross the cables during installation. You must always
connect the two FI cables parallel with top-to-top, and bottom-to-bottom to
correctly connect FI-ports, See the following figure for a simplified FI cable
diagram between two units.

Checking Fabric Interconnect cable connections
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Checking copper Ethernet cable connections
Check cables connected to copper Ethernet ports for physical defects, using a Time Domain
Reflectometer (TDR) test.

You can test one or multiple ports simultaneously.

About this task
TDR tests run at 1 Gbs. If you test a cable running a 10/100 Mbs or 10 Gbs link, the link speed
changes to 1 Gbs during the test and is restored to the previous operating speed when the
test is complete.

 Note:
TDR tests can affect traffic flow.

The accuracy limit of the TDR cable length diagnosis is from three to five meters.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. To run the TDR test, enter the tdr test <portlist> command.

3. To display the TDR test results, enter the show tdr <portlist> command.

Checking fiber ports
The following sections describe checking the Small Form factor Pluggable (SFP) and SFP+
fiber ports and cable types.

Viewing fiber port information
Review the port information to ensure the port is enabled.

1. View the SFP or SFP+ port LED status.

2. Use the show interfaces <port> command to display the port information.

3. Note the port status.

Troubleshooting hardware
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Enabling the fiber port
Ensure the SFP or SFP+ port on the unit is enabled.

1. Enter Interface Configuration mode for a port:

enable
configure terminal
interface fastethernet <port>

2. Use the no shutdown command to enable the port.

3. Use the show interfaces <port> command to display and verify the port
information.

Confirming the cable type
Ensure that the fiber cable is the correct type and that the SFP or SFP+ device is installed.

1. Inspect the SFP or SFP+ device to ensure it is fully seated in the port.

2. Inspect the fiber cable to ensure it is the correct type for a SFP or SFP+ device.

For more information about SFP or SFP+ devices and cabling, see Avaya Virtual Services
Platform Installation — SFP and SFP+ (NN47202–302)

Confirming the cables are working
Ensure that the cables connected to the port are functioning correctly.

1. Enter Interface Configuration mode for a port:

enable
configure terminal
interface fastethernet <port>

2. Use the no shutdown command to change the port configuration.

3. Use the show interfaces <port> command to display the port.

4. Note the operational and link status of the port.

Checking fiber ports
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Returning the unit for repair
If troubleshooting determines a failure that cannot be resolved on-site, you can return the unit
to Avaya for repair.

Contact Avaya for return instructions and RMA information.

Replacing a unit in the stack
Remove the defective unit and insert the replacement in the stack. For more information about
physically installing a unit, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series Installation
(NN47202–300).

 Caution:
Physical handling of the device and your proximity to electrical equipment can result in
equipment damage or personal injury. Review and adhere to all safety instructions and
literature included with device and in Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series –
Regulatory Information (NN47202-100).

The Auto Unit Replacement (AUR) features allow replacement of a failed unit in a stack with
a new unit, while retaining the configuration of the previous unit. The stack power must be on
during unit replacement.

After replacing the base unit, another unit in the stack becomes the designated temporary base
unit. The replacement base unit does not resume as the base unit automatically. The
replacement base unit must be configured as the base unit.

The replacement unit to the stack must be running the same software and firmware versions
as the previous unit but with a different MAC address.

 Important:
If the stack is only two switches, the remaining switch enters Stack Forced Mode if that
feature is enabled.

 Important:
For AUR to function properly, the new unit and the existing units in the stack must all run at
least Release 10.1 agent and diagnostic software versions. Agent Auto Unit Replacement
(AAUR) and Diagnostic Auto Unit Replacement (DAUR) are AUR enhancements to ensure
that all units in a stack run the same software images.

For more information about Stack Forced Mode, AAUR and DAUR, see Avaya Virtual Services
Platform 7000 Series Getting Started (NN47202–303).

Troubleshooting hardware
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Removing a failed unit
Remove the failed unit from the stack.

1. Maintain power to the operating units.

 Important:
Do not power down the stack.

2. Disconnect and remove the failed unit.

Verifying the new unit software version
Verify that the new unit to be inserted in the stack has at least software Release 10.1
installed.

1. Connect the new device to the console, independent of stack connection.

2. Use the show sys-info command view the software version.

 Note:
If AUR and AAUR is enabled, the new unit is automatically checked and can automatically
update the agent and diagnostic software to match the stack software.

Obtaining the correct software version
If AAUR is not enabled, you can obtain and install the correct software version manually.

 Caution:
Ensure you have adequate backup of your configuration prior to reloading software. Know
the Release number of your software before loading it. Loading incorrect software versions
can cause further complications.

For more information about updating software, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000
Series Getting Started (NN47202–303).

Placing a new unit
Place the new unit in the stack where the failed unit was connected.

Replacing a unit in the stack
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For more information about physically installing a switch, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform
7000 Series Installation (NN47202–300).

Connecting stacking cables
Reconnect the Fabric Interconnect (FI) cables to correctly stack the replacement unit.

For more information about FI cabling and configurations, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform
7000 Series Installation (NN47202–300).

Returning the unit for repair
If troubleshooting determines a failure that cannot be resolved on-site, you can return the unit
to Avaya for repair.

Contact Avaya for return instructions and RMA information.

Troubleshooting hardware
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Chapter 8: Troubleshooting SFP

The following sections describe troubleshooting a problem with supported Small Form factor Pluggable
(SFP) and SFP+ devices.

Confirming SFP device support
You must confirm that the SFP or SFP+ device is supported on the switch.

For detailed information about supported SFP and SFP+ devices, see Avaya Virtual Services
Platform 7000 Series Installation — SFP and SFP+ (NN47202–302).

Displaying SFP device details
Use this procedure to display SFP device details.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Use the show interfaces gbic-info [port <port number>] command
to view all SFP device information or SFP device information for a specific port.

3. Note the SFP or SFP+ device information and identify errors or unsupported
devices.

Replacing a SFP device
If you determine a SFP or SFP+ device failure or identify an unsupported device, remove and
replace the failed or unsupported device.

For information about physically installing and removing SFP and SFP+ devices, see Avaya
Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series Installation — SFP and SFP+ (NN47202–302).
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Chapter 9: Troubleshooting IPv6

This chapter provides processes you can use to troubleshoot common IPv6 problems.

For detailed information about configuring IPv6, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series
Configuration Layer 2 (NN47202-502).

No response to switch IPv6 address ping
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use when attempts to ping the
IPv6 address of a switch from another network host fail.

Verifying the global IPv6 administration status
Use this procedure to verify that IPv6 is enabled globally for the switch that does not respond
to the ping.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the show ipv6 global command to display the global IPv6 configuration.

3. Observe whether the admin-status is enabled or disabled.

4. If required, use the ipv6 enable command to enable IPv6 globally.

5. You can repeat steps 2 and 3 to confirm the change.

Verifying IPv6 status on the management VLAN
Use this procedure to verify that IPv6 is enabled on the management VLAN for the switch that
does not respond to the ping.
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Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the show vlan mgmt command to display which VLAN is configured as the
management VLAN.

3. Use the show ipv6 interface vlan <vid> command to display the IPv6
configuration for the management VLAN.

4. Observe whether the ADMIN STATE is enabled or disabled.

5. If IPv6 is ADMIN STATE is disabled, use the interface vlan <vid>
command to configure the management VLAN.

6. Use the ipv6 interface enable command to enable IPv6 for the management
VLAN.

7. You can repeat steps 3 and 4 to confirm the change.

Verifying the global IPv6 address
Use this procedure to verify that an IPv6 address is configured for the switch that does not
respond to the ping.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the show ipv6 address <switch | unit> command to display if an IPv6
address is configured for the switch.

3. If required, use the ipv6 address {switch | unit} <ipv6_address/
prefix_length> command to assign an IPv6 address to the switch.

4. You can repeat step 2 to confirm the change.
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Verifying the switch IPv6 default gateway configuration
Use this procedure to verify that the switch that does not respond to the ping is configured for
the IPv6 default gateway.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the show ipv6 default-gateway command to display the IPv6 default
gateway configuration for the switch.

3. If required, use the ipv6 default–gateway <ipv6_addr> command to
configure the switch for the IPv6 default gateway.

4. You can repeat step 2 to confirm the change.

Verifying switch interface IPv6 status
Use this procedure to verify that IPv6 is enabled on interfaces for the switch that does not
respond to the ping.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the show ipv6 interface command to display the IPv6 configuration for
switch interfaces.

3. Observe whether the interface ADMIN STATE is enabled or disabled.

4. If required, use the interface <if_type> command to configure the
interface.

5. Use the ipv6 interface enable command to enable IPv6 for a VLAN
interface.
OR
Use the ipv6 enable command to enable IPv6 for a FastEthernet interface.

No response to switch IPv6 address ping
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6. You can repeat steps 2 and 3 to confirm the change.

Checking for a duplicate global IPv6 address
Use this procedure to check for and rectify a duplicate IPv6 addresses configured on the switch
that does not respond to the ping.

About this task
A duplicate global IPv6 address indicates that another node in the link scope already has the
same address.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the show logging command to display logging information.

3. Look for a message that indicates that duplicate IPv6 addresses are detected.

4. If a duplicate global IPv6 address is detected, use the show ipv6 address
<switch | unit> command to display the global IPv6 address configured for the
switch.

5. Use the ipv6 address {switch | unit} <ipv6_address/
prefix_length> command to change the global IPv6 address.

6. You can repeat step 2 to confirm the change.

Changing the management VLAN IPv6 local link ID
Use this procedure to change the IPv6 local link identifier configuration for the management
VLAN on the switch that does not respond to the ping.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the interface vlan <vid> command to configure the management
VLAN.
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3. Use the IPv6 interface link-local <0-19> command to change the local
link ID configuration.

No response to remote host IPv6 address ping
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use when attempts to ping the
IPv6 address of a remote host from the local switch fail.

Verifying the switch IPv6 neighbor configuration
Use this procedure to verify the IPv6 neighbor configuration on the local switch for the remote
host that does not respond to the ping.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the show ipv6 neighbor <ipv6_addr> command to display the IPv6
neighbor configuration.

3. Observe the State value.

4. If required, use the ipv6 neighbor <ipv6_addr> command to modify the
configuration.

5. You can repeat step 2 to confirm the change.

Checking remote host IPv6 integrity
Use this procedure to check the IPv6 integrity of the remote host that does not respond to the
ping.

Procedure

1. Use vendor documentation to ensure the remote host is configured correctly for
IPv6.

No response to remote host IPv6 address ping
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2. Check cabling to ensure that no physical problem exists.

Unable to connect through the IPv6 default gateway
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to correct a failure to connect
from outside the local subnet, to or from the switch, through the IPv6 default gateway.

Pinging the IPv6 default gateway
Use this procedure to test the ability for the switch to reach the IPv6 default gateway.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Use the ping <ipv6_addr> command to ping the IPv6 default gateway.

3. Identify if the host is reachable.

Verifying the switch IPv6 default gateway configuration status
Use this procedure to verify that the switch is configured for connections through the IPv6
default gateway.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the show ipv6 default-gateway command to display the IPv6 default
gateway configuration for the switch.

3. Observe if the Status is ReachableInRtm.

4. If required, use the ipv6 default–gateway <ipv6_addr> command to
configure the switch for the IPv6 default gateway.

5. You can repeat step 2 to confirm the change.
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Tracing the route to the IPv6 default gateway
Use this procedure to trace the route between the switch and the IPv6 default gateway to
determine if network errors are preventing the switch from connecting to the gateway.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Use the traceroute <ipv6_addr> command to trace the route between the
switch and the IPv6 default gateway.

3. Review the command output display to determine if network errors exist.

IPv6 management traffic is incorrectly transmitted or
received

This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use when IPv6 management traffic
is not received or transmitted correctly by the switch.

Viewing the switch IPv6 default gateway configuration status
Use this procedure to display and observe the switch configuration status to the IPv6 default
gateway for inconsistencies.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Use the show ipv6 default-gateway command to display the IPv6 default
gateway configuration for the switch.

3. Observe the command output display for inconsistencies with the IPv6 default
gateway configuration.

IPv6 management traffic is incorrectly transmitted or received
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Viewing switch IPv6 default gateway interface statistics
Use this procedure to display and observe statistics for the communication between the switch
IPv6 interface and the IPv6 default gateway.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Use the show ipv6 interface statistics command to display the switch
IPv6 interface statistics.

3. Observe the command output display for communication inconsistencies.

Viewing switch IPv6 interface ICMP statistics
Use this procedure to display and observe Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) statistics
for the communication between the switch IPv6 interface and the IPv6 default gateway.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Use the show ipv6 interface icmpstatistics command to display the
switch IPv6 interface ICMP statistics.

3. Observe the command output display.

Unable to connect to the switch with IPv6 Telnet, HTTP, or
SSH

This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to correct IPv6 connectivity
for Telnet, Web, or SSH protocols.

Confirming the switch IPv6 address
Use this procedure to verify that the correct IPv6 address was used to attempt the Telnet, HTTP,
or SSH connection to the switch.
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Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Use the show ipv6 address <switch | unit> command to display the IPv6
address that is configured for the switch.

3. If required, correct the IPv6 address that the Telnet, HTTP, or SSH client used to
attempt a connection to the switch.

Viewing IPv6 TCP information
Use this procedure to view and analyze IPv6 TCP information.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Use the show ipv6 tcp command to display IPv6 TCP statistics

3. Use the show ipv6 tcp connections command to display IPv6 TCP
connections.

4. Use the show ipv6 tcp listener command to display IPv6 TCP listeners.

5. Observe and analyze the command output.

Unable to establish a IPv6 UDP connection
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to troubleshoot IPv6 User
Datagram Protocol (UDP) connectivity issues.

Viewing the global IPv6 configuration
Use this procedure to display and analyze the global IPv6 configuration.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Use the show ipv6 global command to display the global IPv6 configuration.

Unable to establish a IPv6 UDP connection
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3. Observe and analyze the command output.

Viewing IPv6 UDP information
Use this procedure to display and analyze IPv6 UDP configuration information.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Use the show ipv6 udp command to display UDP statistics.

3. Use the show ipv6 udp endpoints command to display the UDP endpoint
table.

4. Observe and analyze the command output.

Verifying remote host IPv6 UDP application support
Use this procedure to verify that IPv6 UDP support is enabled on the remote host .

Procedure

1. Use client documentation to confirm if IPv6 UDP support is enabled on the remote
host.

2. If required, enable UDP support on the remote IPv6 host.

Unable to assign an IPv6 address to an interface
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use when you are unable to assign
an IPv6 address to an interface because the maximum number of IPv6 addresses, for that
interface, is exceeded.

 Note:
When you attempt to assign an IPv6 address to a specific interface for which the maximum
number of IPv6 addresses are currently assigned, the switch displays the following
message:
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Max IPv6 addresses per interface exceeded.

Changing an interface IPv6 address
Use this procedure to remove an existing IPv6 address from an interface and assign a new
IPv6 address to that interface.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the show ipv6 address interface command to display the list of IPv6
addresses assigned to the interface.

3. Use the no ipv6 interface address <ipv6_addr> command to delete an
existing IPv6 address from the interface.

4. Use the ipv6 interface address <ipv6_addr> command to assign a new
IPv6 address to the interface.

5. You can repeat step 2 to confirm the change.

Unable to assign an IPv6 address to an interface
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Chapter 10: Troubleshooting IGMP

This chapter provides processes you can use to troubleshoot common Internet Group Management
Protocol (IGMP) problems.

For detailed information about configuring IGMP, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series
Configuration Layer 2 (NN47202-502).

Unknown IGMP multicast packets flooding a network
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to resolve the problematic
flooding of a network with unknown IGMP multicast packets.

Checking IGMP configuration for a VLAN
Use this procedure to view and analyze the IGMP configuration for a specific VLAN.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Use the show vlan igmp {1–4094} command to display IGMP configuration
information for the VLAN.

3. Observe and analyze the command output.

Viewing the IGMP unknown multicast flooding status
Use this procedure to view and analyze the status of the switch configuration for flooding
VLANs with IGMP unknown multicast packets.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable
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2. Use the show vlan igmp unknown-mcast-no-flood command to display
whether the switch functionality for flooding all VLANs with unknown IGMP multicast
addresses is enabled or disabled.

3. Use the show vlan igmp unknown-mcast-allow-flood [1–4094]
command to display the lists of MAC addresses and IP addresses that can flood
VLANs with unknown multicast packets.

4. Observe and analyze the output displayed for both commands.

Disabling IGMP unknown multicast flooding
Use this procedure to disable the functionality for the switch to flood all VLANs with unknown
IGMP multicast addresses.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use either the vlan igmp unknown-mcast-no-flood enable or the
default vlan igmp unknown-mcast-no-flood command to disable IGMP
unknown multicast flooding:

3. Use the show vlan igmp unknown-mcast-no-flood command to confirm the
configuration change.

Unknown IGMP multicast packets not flooding a network
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use when unknown IGMP
multicast packets are not flooding a network as required.

Checking IGMP configuration for a VLAN
Use this procedure to view and analyze the IGMP configuration for a specific VLAN.
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Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Use the show vlan igmp {1–4094} command to display IGMP configuration
information for the VLAN.

3. Observe and analyze the command output.

Viewing the IGMP unknown multicast flooding status
Use this procedure to view and analyze the status of the switch configuration for flooding
VLANs with IGMP unknown multicast packets.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Use the show vlan igmp unknown-mcast-no-flood command to display
whether the switch functionality for flooding all VLANs with unknown IGMP multicast
addresses is enabled or disabled.

3. Use the show vlan igmp unknown-mcast-allow-flood [1–4094]
command to display the lists of MAC addresses and IP addresses that can flood
VLANs with unknown multicast packets.

4. Observe and analyze the output displayed for both commands.

Enabling IGMP unknown multicast flooding
Use this procedure to enable the functionality for the switch to flood all VLANs with unknown
IGMP multicast addresses.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the vlan igmp unknown-mcast-no-flood disable command to enable
IGMP unknown multicast flooding:

Unknown IGMP multicast packets not flooding a network
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3. Use the show vlan igmp unknown-mcast-no-flood command to confirm the
configuration change.
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Chapter 11: Troubleshooting RSTP SNMP
traps

This chapter describes the troubleshooting process you can use when Simple Network Management
Protocol (SNMP) traps are not generated for Rapid Spanning Tree Protocol (RSTP).

For detailed information about SNMP trap support, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series
Configuration Security (NN47202-501).

For detailed information about RSTP, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series Configuration
Layer 2 (NN47202-502).

Viewing the RSTP configuration
Use this procedure to view and analyze the switch RSTP configuration.

Before you begin
Select rstp as the STP operating mode.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Use the show spanning-tree rstp config command to display the RSTP
configuration.

3. Observe and analyze the command output display.

Verifying RSTP traps are enabled
Use this procedure to verify that SNMP trap notification control is enabled for RSTP.

Before you begin
Select rstp as the STP operating mode.
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Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the show snmp-server notification-control command to display the
status of SNMP traps.

3. Observe the command output display for the status of RSTP-related traps.

Verifying the SNMP access configuration status
Use this procedure to verify that SNMP access is enabled on the IP manager list.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the show ipmgr command to display the IP manager configuration.

3. Observe the command output display to determine if SNMP access is enabled or
disabled.

4. If required, use the snmp-server enable command to enable SNMP access.

5. You can repeat steps 2 and 3 to confirm the configuration change.

Viewing the SNMP trap receiver configuration
Use this procedure to view and analyze the SNMP trap receiver configuration.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Use the show snmp-server host command to display the trap receiver
configuration.

Troubleshooting RSTP SNMP traps
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3. Observe and analyze the command output display.

Adding an SNMPv1 trap receiver
Use this procedure to add an SNMPv1 trap receiver to the trap receiver table.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the snmp-server host <host-ip> v1 <community-string>
command to add the trap receiver to the table.

3. You can use the show snmp-server host command to confirm the configuration
change.

Adding an SNMPv2c trap receiver
Use this procedure to add an SNMPv2c trap receiver to the trap receiver table.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the snmp-server host <host-ip> v2c <community-string>
command to add the trap receiver to the table.

3. You can use the show snmp-server host command to confirm the configuration
change.

Adding an SNMPv1 trap receiver
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Adding an SNMPv3 trap receiver
Use this procedure to add an SNMPv3 trap receiver to the trap receiver table.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Use the snmp-server host <host-ip> v3 <auth | auth-priv | no-
auth> <SNMPv3_username> command to add the trap receiver to the table.

3. You can use the show snmp-server host command to confirm the configuration
change.
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Chapter 12: Troubleshooting Layer 2

This chapter provides processes you can use to troubleshoot common Split Multi-Link Trunking (SMLT)
problems.

For detailed information about configuring SMLT, see Avaya Virtual Services Platform 7000 Series
Configuration Layer 2 (NN47202-502).

SMLT does not route packets properly
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to diagnose and resolve a
situation where Split Multi-Link Trunking (SMLT) does not route data packets as expected.

SMLT license
Ensure that the required license is installed on your system for SMLT to function properly.

For detailed information about installing license files on the switch, see Avaya Virtual Services
Platform 7000 Series Fundamentals (NN47202-101).

Checking feature licensing

Display and observe information about feature licenses installed on the switch.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show license all command.

3. Observe if the required license for SMLT is installed on the switch.

Installing a license file

Download and install a license file for SMLT on the switch.
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Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the copy [tftp | usb] license <A.B.C.D> <WORD> command.

SMLT configuration
Ensure that SMLT is configured to function correctly.

Checking the SMLT configuration

Check SMLT configuration information to observe if links from the edge device to both
aggregation switches are operational.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show smlt command.

3. Observe displayed command output.

Checking the system log

Display and observe the system log for SMLT-related error messages.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show logging command.

3. Review the system log for possible SMLT-related error messages.

Enabling SMLT on a port

Ensure that SMLT is enabled on the required switch port.
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Procedure

1. Enter FastEthernet Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface FastEthernet <port>

2. Enter the smlt port <port_number> <1–512> command.

Inter-switch trunks
Ensure that aggregation switches are connected through an inter-switch trunk (IST) to support
SMLT configuration.

Checking IST VLAN configuration

Observe if the same VLAN is configured at both ends of the IST.

 Note:
The IST owner VLAN must contain only IST ports.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show vlan command.

3. Observe the VLAN configuration information.

Assigning a VLAN to an IST

Assign a specific VLAN to an IST.

Procedure

1. Enter MLT Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface mlt <1-32>

SMLT does not route packets properly
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2. Enter the ist vlan <1–4096> command.

Checking VLAN tagging

Observe if tagging is enabled for IST owner VLAN port members.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show vlan interface info command.

3. Observe and note information displayed in the Tagging column for IST owner
VLAN port members.

Enabling VLAN port tagging

Enable tagging for IST owner VLAN port members.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Enter the vlan ports <portlist> tagging enable command.

Checking VLAN IP addresses

Display and observe VLAN IP address configuration information for possible
inconsistencies.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show vlan ip command.

3. Observe command output display for inconsistencies.
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Checking MLT configuration

Check if edge switch links to aggregation devices form an MLT.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show mlt command.

Checking port STP status

Ensure that Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) is disabled for all SMLT, IST, and SLT ports in all
spanning tree groups or instances that the ports belong.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show spanning-tree port command.

3. Observe the STP status for ports and disable STP as required.

Global IP routing status

Ensure IP routing is enabled globally for a switch or stack.

Checking the global IP routing status
Determine if IP routing is globally enabled or disabled.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip routing command.

3. Observe if IP routing is globally enabled or disabled.

Enabling IP routing globally
Enable IP routing globally for a switch or stack.

SMLT does not route packets properly
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Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Enter the ip routing command.

Pinging peer aggregation switches

Determine if communication links are established between peer aggregation switches.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. To determine if the first aggregation switch can communicate with the second
aggregation switch, enter the ping <A.B.C.D> | <WORD> |
<dns_host_name> [datasize <64-4096>] [{count <1-9999>} |
continuous] [{timeout | -t} <1-120>] [interval <1-60>]
[debug] command on the first aggregation switch.

3. To determine if the second aggregation switch can communicate with the first
aggregation switch, enter the ping <A.B.C.D> | <WORD> |
<dns_host_name> [datasize <64-4096>] [{count <1-9999>} |
continuous] [{timeout | -t} <1-120>] [interval <1-60>]
[debug] command on the second aggregation switch.

Checking the IST configuration

Display and observe configuration information for the IST.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show ist command.

3. Observe the command output display.
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Checking IST statistics

Display and observe statistics recorded for IST functions.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show ist stat command.

3. Observe displayed IST receive (RX) and transmit (TX) statistical information.

Checking the system log

Display and observe the system log for IST-related error messages.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show logging command.

3. Review the system log for possible IST-related error messages.

Modifying an IST configuration

Modify an IST configuration as required.

Procedure

1. Enter MLT Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface mlt <1-32>

2. Enter the ist [enable] [peer-ip <A.B.C.D>] [vlan <1–4096>]
command.

SMLT does not route packets properly
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Chapter 13: Troubleshooting Layer 3

This chapter provides processes you can use to troubleshoot common Address Resolution Protocol
(ARP), Open Shortest Path First (OSPF), Routing Information Protocol (RIP), and Virtual Router
Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) problems.

For detailed information about configuring ARP, OSPF, RIP, and VRRP, see Avaya Virtual Services
Platform 7000 Series Configuration IP Routing (NN47202-511).

ARP does not forward traffic correctly
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to diagnose and resolve ARP
forwarding issues.

Global IP routing status
Ensure IP routing is enabled globally for a switch or stack.

Checking the global IP routing status

Determine if IP routing is globally enabled or disabled.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip routing command.

3. Observe if IP routing is globally enabled or disabled.

Enabling IP routing globally

Enable IP routing globally for a switch or stack.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
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enable
configure terminal

2. Enter the ip routing command.

Displaying the ARP cache table
Display and observe ARP cache table entries.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip arp command.

3. Observe the ARP cache table entries.

Deleting specific ARP cache entries
You can delete one or more specific entries from the ARP cache table if required.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Enter the no ip arp <A.B.C.D> command to delete an entry.

3. Repeat step 2 for other entries as required.

Requesting SNMP walk results
Use the EDM MIB Web Page tab to request and observe SNMP walk results for specific MIB
objects.

About this task
SNMP walk results can assist with the diagnosis of ARP forwarding issues.
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Procedure

1. From the navigation tree, double-click Administration.

2. In the Administration tree, click MIB Web Page.

3. In the MIB Walk work area, request and observe SNMP walk results for the following
MIB objects:.

• ipNetToMediaIfIndex

• ipNetToMediaPhysAddress

• ipNetToMediaNetAddress

• ipNetToMediaType

Comparing observed ARP data
Compare displayed ARP data for possible inconsistencies.

Procedure

1. Compare ARP data displayed using ACLI, EDM, and SNMP walk.

2. Note any inconsistencies.

Clearing the ARP cache
You can completely clear all static and dynamic ARP cache entries.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Use the clear arp-cache command to clear the ARP cache entries.

Deleting specific ARP cache entries
You can delete one or more specific entries from the ARP cache table if required.
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Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Enter the no ip arp <A.B.C.D> command to delete an entry.

3. Repeat step 2 for other entries as required.

Creating static ARP entries
You can create one or more new static entries in the ARP cache table.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Enter the ip arp <A.B.C.D> <H.H.H> <unit/port> [vid <1-4094>]
command to create a static ARP cache entry.

3. Repeat step 2 to create other static ARP entries as required.

Reboot the switch
You can reboot the switch to restore the static ARP entries.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the boot command to perform a soft reboot of the switch.
For information about using the boot command, see Avaya Virtual Services
Platform 7000 Series Getting Started (NN47202-303).
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Changing the ARP timeout
You can modify the maximum time period that the switch maintains entries in the ARP
cache.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Enter either the ip arp timeout <5-360> or arp timeout <5-360>
command to modify the ARP timeout value.

Checking ARP in the current switch configuration
Check static ARP or ARP timeout settings in the current configuration running on the switch.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show running-config command.

3. Observe details in the L3 section of the command screen output.

Checking the proxy ARP status
You can check the operational status of proxy ARP for one or more VLANs.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip arp-proxy interface [vlan <1–4094>] command.

3. Observe the proxy ARP operational status for the selected VLAN or VLANs.
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Enabling or disabling proxy ARP
You can enable or disable proxy ARP for a VLAN as required.

Procedure

1. Enter VLAN Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip arp-proxy enable command to enable proxy ARP for the VLAN.

3. Enter either the no ip arp-proxy enable or default ip arp-proxy
enable command to disable proxy ARP for the VLAN.

Checking proxy ARP in the current switch configuration
You can check static the proxy ARP configuration status in the current configuration running
on the switch.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show running-config command.

3. Observe details in the L3 section of the command screen output.

Failure to establish OSPF adjacency
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to diagnose and resolve the
failure for adjacencies to be established within an OSPF domain.

Connectivity between neighbors
Check for and resolve connectivity problems between network neighbors.
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Pinging a neighbor IP interface

Test IP connectivity to a network neighbor.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the ping <A.B.C.D> command to test connectivity to the network neighbor
IP interface.

3. Observe the ping process output to confirm connectivity status.

Diagnosing network connectivity problems

Follow local and vendor procedures to diagnose and resolve connectivity problems between
network devices.

OSPF status
Check and correct the global and interface OSPF operational status as required.

Checking the global OSPF status

Determine if OSPF is enabled or disabled globally for a switch.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf command.

3. Observe the OSPF Admin State field.

Enabling OSPF globally

Administratively enable OSPF for globally a switch.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
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enable
configure terminal

2. Enter the router ospf enable command.

Checking IP interface OSPF status

Determine if OSPF is enabled or disabled for an IP interface.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf interface command.

3. Observe the OSPF Admin State.

Enabling OSPF for a VLAN interface

Administratively enable OSPF for a VLAN interface.

Procedure

1. Enter VLAN Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip ospf enable command.

Enabling OSPF for an IP interface

Administratively enable OSPF for an IP interface.

Procedure

1. Enter OSPF Router Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
router ospf
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2. Enter the network <A.B.C.D> command.

IP routing status
Ensure that IP routing is enabled globally and for interfaces.

Checking the global IP routing status

Determine if IP routing is globally enabled or disabled.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip routing command.

3. Observe if IP routing is globally enabled or disabled.

Enabling IP routing globally

Enable IP routing globally for a switch or stack.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Enter the ip routing command.

Checking VLAN IP routing status

Determine if IP routing is enabled or disabled for one or more VLANs.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show vlan ip [<vid>] command.
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3. Observe whether IP routing is enabled or disabled.

Enabling IP routing for a VLAN

Enable IP routing for a specific VLAN.

Procedure

1. Enter VLAN Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip routing command to enable IP routing for the VLAN.

Network neighbor adjacencies
Ensure that OSPF adjacencies exist between network neighbors.

Checking OSPF router adjacencies

Determine if the required adjacencies are formed between the switch and OSPF neighbors.

About this task
Adjacencies must be formed between neighbors for OSPF to function properly.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf neighbor command.

3. Observe OSPF neighbor configuration information.

4. Enter the show ip ospf ifstats command.

5. Observe OSPF interface statistics.

Configuring OSPF neighbors

Ensure that OSPF neighbors are configured properly.
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Procedure

1. Review vendor documentation for neighbor device configuration information.

2. Configure neighbor device as required.

Router IDs
Ensure there are no duplicate router IDs on routers in the same OSPF domain.

Checking the switch router ID

Determine if the switch router ID is the same as another router within the OSPF domain.

About this task
By default, the router ID is derived from last 4 bytes of the switch MAC address. For a stack
environment, the router ID is derived from last 4 bytes of the base switch unit.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf command.

3. Observe the switch router ID.

Assigning a unique router ID

Assign a unique router ID to the switch.

About this task
The switch router ID is expressed as an IP address.

Procedure

1. Enter OSPF Router Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
router ospf

2. Enter the router-id <A.B.C.D> command.
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Authentication mismatches
Check for and resolve mismatched authentication type settings, passwords, or message-
digest settings.

Checking VLAN OSPF authentication type

Display OSPF configuration information for VLANs and verify the authentication type setting.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf interface vlan <vid> command.

3. Verify the Authentication Type: field is set to None.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for other VLANs in your system.

Checking interface OSPF authentication type

Observe the OSPF authentication type setting for all interfaces.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf int-auth command.

3. Observe the displayed command output.

Checking interface MD5 keys

Display and observe MD5 key information for OSPF-enabled interfaces.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf authentication interface [FastEthernet
<port_list> | vlan <1–4094>] command.

3. Observed the displayed command output for mismatched interface MD5 keys.
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4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for other OSPF-enabled interfaces.

Configuring an OSPF-enabled interface for MD5 authentication

Configure MD5 authentication for an OSPF-enabled VLAN or switch port.

Procedure

1. Enter Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface FastEthernet <port> or interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip ospf authentication-type message-digest command to
configure MD5 digest as the OSPF authentication type for the interface.

3. Enter the ip ospf message-digest-key <1–255> md5 <key> command to
configure an MD5 key and index value.

Checking OSPF area ID statistics

Display and observe OSPF-configured interface statistical information for area ID
mismatches.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf ifstats mismatch command.

3. Observe displayed command output for OSPF area ID mismatches.

Configuring interface passwords to match

Configure matching passwords for OSPF-enabled VLAN interfaces or switch ports.

 Note:
Passwords on devices at both endpoints of an OSPF domain must match.
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Procedure

1. Enter Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface FastEthernet <port> or interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip ospf authentication-type simple command to set the
authentication type to simple password.

3. Enter the ip ospf authentication-key <password> command to set the
authentication key password.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for other interfaces as required.

Interface hello and dead intervals
Check hello interval and dead interval values for OSPF-enabled VLANs and switch ports.

By default the hello interval is 10 seconds and the dead interval is 40 seconds.

 Note:
The hello and dead interval values must match on devices at both endpoints of the OSPF
domain.

Checking OSPF interface timers

Display and observe the hello and dead interval settings for OSPF-enabled interfaces.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf int-timers command.

3. Observe and note the hello and dead interval settings for OSPF-enabled
interfaces.

Checking OSPF hello and dead interval mismatch statistics

Display and observe OSPF statistics for hello and dead interval mismatch information.
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Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf ifstats mismatch command.

3. Observe the command display output and note any mismatch statistics for hello and
dead intervals.

Configuring switch interface hello and dead intervals

Ensure that the hello and dead intervals match on OSPF–enabled switch interfaces.

Procedure

1. Enter FastEthernet Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface FastEthernet <port>

2. Enter the ip ospf hello-interval 10 command to configure the hello interval
to 10.

3. Enter the ip ospf dead-interval 40 command to configure the dead interval
to 40.

4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 for other OSPF-enabled interfaces in your system.

Configuring neighbor router interface hello and dead intervals

Ensure OSPF-enabled neighbor router interface hello and dead intervals are configured to
match the values configured on VSP 7000 OSPF-enabled interfaces.

Procedure

1. Reference vendor documentation for information about configuring hello and dead
interval values for OSPF-enabled interfaces.

2. Configure interface hello intervals to a value of 10 and dead intervals to a value of
40.
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MTU size
Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) size mismatches between OSPF-enabled interfaces on
neighboring routers can cause OSPF neighbors to remain in an Exstart or Exchange state.

To avoid MTU size mismatches, configure OSPF-enabled interfaces on neighboring routers to
ignore MTU size.

Checking the MTU ignore setting for OSPF interfaces

Display and observe the MTU ignore setting for OSPF–enabled neighbor interfaces.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf interface command.

3. Observe the MTU Ignore: setting in the command output for all OSPF-enabled
interfaces.

Configuring OSPF interfaces to ignore MTU size

Configure an OSPF-enabled VLAN interface or switch port to ignore MTU size.

Procedure

1. Enter Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface FastEthernet <port> or interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip ospf mtu-ignore enable command.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for other OSPF-enabled VLAN interfaces and switch ports as
required.

OSPF area IDs
Ensure that neighboring OSPF routers are configured with matching area IDs.
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Checking the OSPF router area ID

Display and observe the switch OSPF router area ID.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf area
3. Observe the command output display and note the Area ID: value.

4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 for other OSPF neighbor switches.

Checking OSPF area ID mismatch statistics

Display and observe OSPF statistics for area ID mismatch information.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf ifstats mismatch command.

3. Observe the command display output and note any mismatch statistics for area
ID.

4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 for other OSPF neighbor switches.

Configuring switch OSPF router area IDs

Ensure that switches in the same OSPF domain have the same OSPF router area IDs.

Procedure

1. Enter OSPF Router Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
router ospf

2. Enter the network <ip> area <A.B.C.D> command to assign an area ID to
the switch.
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3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 as required to assign the same area ID to other OSPF
neighbor switches.

Passive OSPF interfaces
Ensure that no OSPF-enabled interfaces are configured as passive type.

By default, OSPF interfaces are configured as broadcast type.

Passive OSPF interfaces cannot form domain adjacencies.

Checking OSPF interface type

Display and observe the interface type configured for OSPF-enabled interfaces.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf interface enabled command to display
configuration information for all OSPF-enabled interfaces on the switch.

3. Observe and note the Type: configuration for each interface.

Configuring an OSPF interface type

Ensure that the OSPF type for all interfaces in the OSPF domain is set to broadcast.

Procedure

1. Enter FastEthernet Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface FastEthernet <port>

2. Enter the ip ospf network broadcast command.

3. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for other OSPF-enabled interfaces.
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OSPF router priority
Ensure that at least one router in the OSPF domain can be elected as Designated router (DR)
for the network.

Checking OSPF interface router priority

Display and observe the priority setting of all OSPF-enabled interfaces on a switch.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf interface enabled command.

3. Observe and note the Priority setting of each OSPF-enabled interface.

4. Repeat steps 1 through 3 for other OSPF neighbor switches.

Configuring OSPF interface router priority

Configure the router priority on at least one OSPF-enabled interface to a value of 1 or
greater.

Procedure

1. Enter FastEthernet Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface FastEthernet <port>

2. Enter the ip ospf priority <1–255> command.

An OSPF route is not in the routing table
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to diagnose and resolve an
OSPF route missing from the routing table.

An OSPF route is not in the routing table
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ECMP maximum path for OSPF
Ensure the ECMP maximum path value for OSPF is greater than 1.

If the maximum number of ECMP paths for use by OSPF is set to 1, only one OSPF route is
added into routing table for a reachable destination.

Checking the IP route table

Verify that the OSPF route does not appear in the IP route table.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip route command.

3. Check the IP route table for the OSPF route.

Checking the ECMP maximum path setting for OSPF

Display and observe the ECMP maximum path setting for OSPF.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ecmp command.

3. Observe and note the maximum path value for OSPF.

Configuring ECMP maximum paths for OSPF

Ensure the maximum number of ECMP paths for use by OSPF is set to a value greater than
1.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
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2. Enter the ospf maximum-path <2–4> command.

External route advertisements
Ensure an Autonomous System Boundary Router (ASBR) is configured to advertise external
routes into the OSPF domain.

Checking the OSPF redistribution policy

Display and observe the redistribution policy configured for OSPF.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip ospf redistribute command.

3. Observe the configured OSPF redistribution policy.

Configuring an OSPF redistribution policy

Configure a policy to redistribute external routes into the OSPF domain.

Procedure

1. Enter OSPF Router Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
router ospf

2. Enter the as-boundary-router enable command to enable ASBR for the
switch.

3. Enter the redistribute <rip | direct | static> enable command to
select an OSPF redistribution policy route type and enable the OSPF redistribution
policy.

4. Enter the ip ospf apply accept command to apply the OSPF redistribution
policy.
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Switches exchanging RIP packets do not learn routing
information

This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to diagnose and resolve a
situation where RIP-enabled neighbor switches exchange RIP packets, but do not learn
advertised routing information.

Interface send and receive RIP versions
Ensure that the send and receive versions match for RIP-enabled VLANs or Ethernet
interfaces.

Checking interface send and receive RIP versions

Determine if matching RIP versions are configured for sending and receiving on RIP–enabled
interfaces.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip rip interface command.

3. Observe and note the Send and Receive RIP versions configured for RIP–enabled
interfaces.

Configuring interface send and receive RIP versions

Configure the send and receive versions to matching settings for RIP-enabled VLANs or
Ethernet interfaces.

Procedure

1. Enter Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface FastEthernet <port> or interface vlan <1–4094>
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2. Enter the ip rip send version <notsend/rip1/rip1comp/rip2>
command.

3. Enter the ip rip receive version <rip1/rip1orrip2/rip2>
command.

RIP interface supply and listen status
Ensure that RIP supply and listen are enabled for VLANs and Ethernet interfaces.

Checking RIP interface supply and listen status

Determine if RIP interfaces are enabled for supplying and listening for RIP advertisements.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip rip interface command.

3. Observe and note the Supply and Listen status for RIP–enabled interfaces.

Enabling RIP interface supply and listen

Enable RIP supply and listen for VLANs and Ethernet interfaces.

Procedure

1. Enter Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface FastEthernet <port> or interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip rip supply enable command to enable RIP supply.

3. Enter the ip rip listen enable command to enable RIP listen.

ECMP maximum path for RIP
Ensure the ECMP maximum path value for RIP is greater than 1.

Switches exchanging RIP packets do not learn routing information
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If the maximum number of ECMP paths for use by RIP is set to 1, only one RIP route is added
into routing table for a reachable destination.

Checking the ECMP maximum path setting for RIP

Display and observe the ECMP maximum path setting for RIP.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ecmp command.

3. Observe and note the maximum path value for RIP.

Configuring ECMP maximum paths for RIP

Ensure the maximum number of ECMP paths for use by RIP is set to a value greater than 1.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Enter the rip maximum-path <2–4> command.

Learned RIP routes are deleted and learned again
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to diagnose and resolve a
situation where routes learned on a RIP-enabled interface are continually deleted from the RIP
routing table, and then learned again.

Checking the global RIP timeout and update intervals
Display and observe the RIP timeout and update intervals configured for a standalone switch
or stack.
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Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip rip command.

3. Observe and note the global RIP timeout and update interval settings.

Configuring the global RIP timeout and update intervals
Ensure that the configured global update interval value is less than the configured global
timeout value for RIP peers.

Procedure

1. Enter RIP Router Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
router rip

2. To set the global RIP timeout interval, enter the timers basic timeout <15–
259200> command.

3. To set the global RIP timeout interval, enter the timers basic update <1–
360> command.

Checking an interface RIP timeout interval
Display and observe the RIP timeout interval configured for a VLAN or Ethernet interface.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. To display RIP configuration information for a specific VLAN, enter the show ip
rip interface vlan <1–4094> command.

3. To display RIP configuration information for RIP–enabled VLANs only, enter the
show ip rip interface vlan enabled command.

4. To display RIP configuration information for one or more specific Ethernet
interfaces, enter the show ip rip interface FastEthernet
<port_list> command.

Learned RIP routes are deleted and learned again
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5. To display RIP configuration information for RIP–enabled Ethernet interfaces only,
enter the show ip rip interface FastEthernet enabled command.

6. Observe and note the interface RIP timeout settings.

Configuring interface RIP timeout interval
Ensure that the RIP timeout interval for a VLAN or Ethernet interface is set to a value greater
than the global RIP update interval.

Procedure

1. Enter Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface FastEthernet <port> or interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip rip timeout <15–259200> command.

RIP routes are learned with increasing cost
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to diagnose and resolve a
situation where network switches learn advertised RIP routes with an increasing cost metric
value.

Checking triggered updates for RIP interfaces
Check whether automatic triggered updates for RIP–enabled interfaces is enabled or
disabled.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip rip command.

3. Observe and note the Triggered Update status for RIP interfaces.
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Enabling triggered updates for RIP interfaces
Ensure that the automatic triggering of updates is enabled for RIP-enabled interfaces.

Procedure

1. Enter Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface FastEthernet <port> or interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip rip triggered enable command.

A virtual router remains in the initialize state
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to diagnose and resolve a
situation where a virtual router that should be in either the Backup or Master operational state,
remains in the Initialize state.

Global IP routing status
Ensure IP routing is enabled globally for a switch or stack.

Checking the global IP routing status

Determine if IP routing is globally enabled or disabled.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip routing command.

3. Observe if IP routing is globally enabled or disabled.

A virtual router remains in the initialize state
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Enabling IP routing globally

Enable IP routing globally for a switch or stack.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal

2. Enter the ip routing command.

Global VRRP status
Ensure that Virtual Router Redundancy Protocol (VRRP) is globally enabled for a switch or
stack.

Checking the global VRRP status

Determine if VRRP is globally enabled or disabled.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip vrrp command.

3. Observe if VRRP is globally enabled or disabled.

Enabling VRRP globally

Enable VRRP globally for a switch or stack.

Procedure

1. Enter Global Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
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2. Enter the router vrrp enable command.

Interface virtual router status
Ensure that a virtual router exists and is operational for interfaces as required.

Checking interface virtual router status

Display and observe the virtual router administration state for switch or stack interfaces.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip vrrp interface command.

3. Observe and note the interface VRRP Admin State .

Result
For a virtual router to be operational on an interface, the VRRP administration state must be
UP.

Creating a virtual router

Create a virtual router for a specific interface.

Procedure

1. Enter VLAN Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip vrrp address <1-255> <A.B.C.D> command.

Enabling a virtual router

Enable virtual router for a specific interface.

A virtual router remains in the initialize state
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Procedure

1. Enter VLAN Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip vrrp <1-255> enable command.

Next steps
Repeat the Checking interface virtual router status procedure to verify that the virtual router is
active.

Multiple VRRP master routers in a VLAN
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to diagnose and resolve a
situation where more than one master virtual router is present within a VLAN.

Checking the system log
Display and observe the system log for VRRP-related error messages.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show logging command.

3. Review the system log for possible VRRP-related error messages.

Virtual router priority
Ensure that all routers within the same VLAN are not configured with the same priority value.

When you enable more than one virtual router within a VLAN, an election process takes place
between the routers to elect a VRRP master router, and assign VRRP backup routers, based
on router priority.
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Checking virtual router priority setting

Display and observe the priority setting for virtual routers configured within the VLAN.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip vrrp interface verbose command.

3. Observe and note the priority value displayed in the Pri column.

Configuring virtual router priority

Assign a priority value for each virtual router within a VLAN.

Procedure

1. Enter VLAN Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip vrrp <1–255> priority <1–255> command.

Critical IP
Ensure that critical IP functionality for the virtual router is enabled and that the critical IP
address is set to the IP address of the local L3 VLAN.

Checking critical VRRP interface information

Display and observe critical VRRP interface configuration information.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip vrrp interface verbose command.

3. Observe if the virtual router is in holddown state.

Multiple VRRP master routers in a VLAN
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4. Observe if Critical IP is enabled.

5. Observe and note if the Critical IP Address is the IP address of the local L3
VLAN.

Configuring critical IP

Enable critical IP functionality for a virtual router and set the critical IP address to the IP address
of the local L3 VLAN.

Procedure

1. Enter VLAN Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface vlan <1–4094>

2. To enable critical IP functionality, enter the ip vrrp <1–255> critical-ip
enable command.

3. To set the critical IP address to the IP address of the local L3 VLAN, enter the ip
vrrp <1–255> critical-ip addr <A.B.C.D> command.

Virtual router preempt status
Check and modify the virtual router preempt status as required.

Checking the virtual router holddown status

Display and observe the virtual router holddown status.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip vrrp interface verbose command.

3. Observe and note the status displayed in the Hold Timer column.
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Configuring the virtual router preempt action

Cancels a virtual router holddown action that is in progress.

Procedure

1. Enter VLAN Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip vrrp <VRID> action preempt command.

Checking the VLAN staus
Check that the VLAN in which VRRP routers are enabled is operational.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show vlan command.

3. Observe the status displayed in the Active column for the VLAN.

No VRRP master routers in a VLAN
This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to diagnose and resolve a
situation where there is no VRRP master router within a VLAN.

Checking the system log
Display and observe the system log for VRRP-related error messages.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:

No VRRP master routers in a VLAN
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enable
2. Enter the show logging command.

3. Review the system log for possible VRRP-related error messages.

Virtual router priority
Ensure that all routers within the same VLAN are not configured with the same priority value.

When you enable more than one virtual router within a VLAN, an election process takes place
between the routers to elect a VRRP master router, and assign VRRP backup routers, based
on router priority.

Checking virtual router priority setting

Display and observe the priority setting for virtual routers configured within the VLAN.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip vrrp interface verbose command.

3. Observe and note the priority value displayed in the Pri column.

Configuring virtual router priority

Assign a priority value for each virtual router within a VLAN.

Procedure

1. Enter VLAN Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip vrrp <1–255> priority <1–255> command.
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Critical IP
Ensure that critical IP functionality for the virtual router is enabled and that the critical IP
address is set to the IP address of the local L3 VLAN.

Checking critical VRRP interface information

Display and observe critical VRRP interface configuration information.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip vrrp interface verbose command.

3. Observe if the virtual router is in holddown state.

4. Observe if Critical IP is enabled.

5. Observe and note if the Critical IP Address is the IP address of the local L3
VLAN.

Configuring critical IP

Enable critical IP functionality for a virtual router and set the critical IP address to the IP address
of the local L3 VLAN.

Procedure

1. Enter VLAN Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface vlan <1–4094>

2. To enable critical IP functionality, enter the ip vrrp <1–255> critical-ip
enable command.

3. To set the critical IP address to the IP address of the local L3 VLAN, enter the ip
vrrp <1–255> critical-ip addr <A.B.C.D> command.

No VRRP master routers in a VLAN
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Virtual router preempt status
Check and modify the virtual router preempt status as required.

Checking the virtual router holddown status

Display and observe the virtual router holddown status.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip vrrp interface verbose command.

3. Observe and note the status displayed in the Hold Timer column.

Configuring the virtual router preempt action

Cancels a virtual router holddown action that is in progress.

Procedure

1. Enter VLAN Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface vlan <1–4094>

2. Enter the ip vrrp <VRID> action preempt command.

Checking the VLAN staus
Check that the VLAN in which VRRP routers are enabled is operational.

Procedure

1. Enter Privileged EXEC mode:
enable

2. Enter the show vlan command.
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3. Observe the status displayed in the Active column for the VLAN.

VRRP preempt mode does not function
The VSP 7000 Series does not support VRRP preempt mode as defined in RFC 3768. A switch
performing as a VRRP master router within a VLAN is always preempted by a higher priority
switch that is added to the VLAN.

The preempt action supported by the VSP 7000 Series is designed to manually terminate an
active hold down state initiated on a virtual router by a configured hold down timer interval.

This section describes the troubleshooting process you can use to diagnose and resolve a
situation where VRRP preempt does not appear to function.

Critical IP
Ensure that critical IP functionality for the virtual router is enabled and that the critical IP
address is set to the IP address of the local L3 VLAN.

Checking critical VRRP interface information

Display and observe critical VRRP interface configuration information.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip vrrp interface verbose command.

3. Observe if the virtual router is in holddown state.

4. Observe if Critical IP is enabled.

5. Observe and note if the Critical IP Address is the IP address of the local L3
VLAN.

Configuring critical IP

Enable critical IP functionality for a virtual router and set the critical IP address to the IP address
of the local L3 VLAN.

VRRP preempt mode does not function
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Procedure

1. Enter VLAN Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface vlan <1–4094>

2. To enable critical IP functionality, enter the ip vrrp <1–255> critical-ip
enable command.

3. To set the critical IP address to the IP address of the local L3 VLAN, enter the ip
vrrp <1–255> critical-ip addr <A.B.C.D> command.

Virtual router preempt status
Check and modify the virtual router preempt status as required.

Checking the virtual router holddown status

Display and observe the virtual router holddown status.

Procedure

1. Log on to ACLI to enter User EXEC mode.

2. Enter the show ip vrrp interface verbose command.

3. Observe and note the status displayed in the Hold Timer column.

Configuring the virtual router preempt action

Cancels a virtual router holddown action that is in progress.

Procedure

1. Enter VLAN Interface Configuration mode:
enable
configure terminal
interface vlan <1–4094>
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2. Enter the ip vrrp <VRID> action preempt command.

VRRP preempt mode does not function
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